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About This Game

This is a story about twin sisters who live in the pasture.
Their parents ran away leaving a huge debt.

Two sisters have to pay back money in 120 days…

Kurore

The older sister of Aluka. She has black hair just like her father and her behaviour is invective and moody.She can’t
communicate well outside her family.
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Aluka

The younger sister of the twins, her hair is blonde same as her mother.
A kind girl and that is the reason why she is always being "bullied" by her sister.

She is popular in town opposite of her sister and takes gifts from people.

Charnes

The daughter of the mayor, the bully of the town. According to her personality, it's easy to see she don’t have any friends. And
at the most, she doesn't like twins.

Features:

Twin sisters are both playable characters.

Unique Story for each character.

Multiple ending

Main story and side missions to play.

Dynamic time system.

Character voice include
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Title: Twins of the Pasture
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Dieselmine
Publisher:
Dieselmine
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2017
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At some point it gets boring, that's why 80% of the community has under 30 hours.. you can run. you can hide. but one thing is
for certain....
you never will be able to beat commander barry burton.. Are you a fan of retro racing games like Wipeout or F-Zero? Are you a
fan of Geometry Wars? If so, buy this game. It's a brilliant little top-down kart-style racer with Geometry Wars-esque ships and
graphics and Wipeout-esque weapons. Such a simple concept, and pulled off really well. There's even online multiplayer, so you
can vector-obliterate your friends' glowy ships! :D. Polished and more difficult than most of the other escape rooms on here.
Only glitchy thing is if stuff is low down, but it's workable.. The presentation of The Spatials is well excecuted (decent design,
kwirky humour, variety of items and upgrades), but progressing through station and crew upgrades involves fairly repetitive
tasks without much risk or challenge.

The Spatials can be fun to click around on for a couple hours until you learn how all the crew/station options and menus work,
but then you'll realize that it's just more of the same thing as your crews gain experience and the space station expands. The core
concept of The Spatials reminds me of the casual upgrade games you can find for free online, so if you happen to love clicking
through those no-brainers, then you'll like what this game has to offer. But if you're looking for a challenging resource
management game with some combat and sci-fi nostalgia throw in, then I'd suggest checking out X-Com: UFO Defense..
E.Wolf's +5

1. If you enjoyed the first Running Through Russia game, you will enjoy this sequel. If you did not enjoy the first game because
of technical issues or a lack of content, you may enjoy this improvement.
2. Multiple levels with varied appearance and enemies. The levels have various references to the real world.
3. A better score function with leaderboards.
4. Improved technical performance. Though not perfect, the game functions much better overall than the first game.
5. Thousands of achievements and various ways to earn them, instead of the simple unlocking of the achievements in the first
game. The game is much more enjoyable thanks to this.. Never ending alien shooter with some strategy involved. It's enjoyable
at first for a few hours but then just gets a bit too repetitve for my tastes. I can't recommend this because it runs out of fun.

I only went on to complete the achievements, which 5.9 hours ended up feeling like 20 hours in the end.

5/10
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Been meaning to this for a while, but I have to say, one of the best games that I have ever played! 100% recommend.. Haven't
tried it in co-op yet, but the single player experience has been enjoyable thus far. Switching between sins on the fly is fun and
means you can approach combat in a variety of different ways; for example, I quite like to pull flying angels down with Greed's
hook, and then swallow them with Gluttony.

Puzzle segments are interspersed with combat segments, which break up the levels nicely and provide something for fans of
both. The difficulty curves pretty nicely too, although some of the bosses seem a lot more difficult than the rest of the game.

Overall, a good offering for fans of action or puzzle platformers.. MIXED FEELINGS! I like the game i think that the idea is
great. When the ghost appears everything turns all glitchy i think that idea is amazing! I just feel like maybe there is something
missiing? But i do think people should have a go at this game or you can check out my gameplay.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2s87v5GMYlw. I like relaxing puzzles games, but this? Wrapping rope to 'completion'
around an object?

Nah.

I'd rather stare at a rock garden...

(Note: Acquired via a bundle). To start off, I got this game for $0.20 from a coupon only for this game. It's Brick Break, or
Brick related titles that this game is. Just like the ones from old cell phones. There's many power ups that drop, and an ultimate
that are pretty interesting. Other than that this game is really boring. Songs for each of the 10 levels are on a short loop that can
get annoying really fast. Playing with the effects on is near impossible once you start getting many power ups as you lose track
of what's an effect and what's the ball. There is also no sound effects from what I experienced, which is a shame as there could
have been at least a nice tick for the blocks that are hit, or a sound when a power ups is grabbed and when it takes affect. Each
level lasts about 30-40 seconds and because there is only 10 it shouldn't take too much longer than 5 minutes to play through the
game, which isn't $2.00 worth. Also, the menu has minimal text and is just icons, not too hard to figure out but it wouldn't hurt
to have some text that would fit the style of the main menu. The score's text and the hearts at the bottom don't fit in with the
style very well and are very small. This game has Steam Cards that come with it and I think that's probably one of the only
reason's that this game exists. If you really want to get this game I'd say it's $0.50 worth, so maybe when it's on sale.

TL;DR
This game is very barebones and probably only exists for Steam Cards, worth $0.50.. I like it. Its fun, the guy almost dies
because he runs so much, potions gets spilled and you have to do it all over again :P, then your lady friend comes :3. this games
shouldn't exist and i don't know why it does. I cant play this game .. TOO SCARY! :(. I'm supporting the development of this
game, so I realise I'm a bit suspicious when I "recommend it".
Nevertheless I want to use this to address a few things people might find useful to know when deciding.

- This is a labour of love. The dev has been working on concept for a couple years before the EA launch, and this will be carried
to conclusion even if it take a little while since it’s a single person coding it.
- This is being put together out of the heads of people that are gamers for more than 20 years, and have thousands of hours
playing. So there are a lot of cool ideas in the bones of Star Valor, either implemented already or planned.
- The idea for the final version of the game is that you can play it in whatever way you like whitin some basic archetypes.
  o Trading, Mining and building commercial stations or
  o Piratry, taking over commercial statins as part of your crime organisation or
  o Leading humanity in a war against the alien threat or
  o Leading the aliens in a war for their galaxy domination or
  o Staying neutral and playing the sandbox without siding with anyone.
- The game is not there yet. It’s mostly a sandbox gradually receiving more ships, concepts, quests, etc. EA is in part to measure
people reactions to the game and functionalities as they come in and make it more fun, and in part to help fund the project.

Follow the streamings in YouTube and you will be ablet to know if the game is for you in the current format or not. If you find
it’s not, save it in your Whish List and come back to it in 6 months to take another look. It’s worth it.
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